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We need readers. Readers who devour books. Readers who have seen enough
diction, point of view, sentence structure, and figurative language to not only
appreciate the language, but to be able to interpret the language. Understand it.
Really "get" what the author's trying to do. Go beyond what the author's saying
and get to what the author's saying.
For years, we've paved this road with Shakespeare, Poe, and Holden Caulfield-and there's nothing wrong with any of them--but most of our kids (some of whom
have already read these texts because we taughf them) couldn't tell you anything
about Holden beyond what SparkNotes has to say about him. But they sure can
tell you about Bella, and Katniss, and Harry Potter. And because they're actually
reading these books, they have something to talk about--something to analyze
that doesn't require a dictionary, an armchair online literary criticism site, or a
teacher to tell them what they mean.

As Lucy Caulkins, Mary Ehrenworth, and Christopher Lehman suggest in
Pathways to the Common Core: Accelerating Achievement (2012, p.71), "One of
the surefire ways to throw cold water on a reader's willingness to read is to
create an instructional program that relies on a steady diet of teacher-chosen
whole-class novels." lnstead, they advocate for teachers providing students with
a wide variety of high-interest texts of various levels of difficulty from which they
may choose (p. 50).
So, armed with a Iist of great young adult novels and a renewed focus on reading
for understanding, our kids will not only improve their own reading, they will
encourage those around them to do the same. How? By example. By walking
around with books in their hands. By talking about what they are reading with
their friends.

And by book talking.
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Cite strong and thorough texlual widence to support anatysis-of what the texfsays explicifly as well as
inferences drawn from the textlincluding determinin$ where:the text leaves, mattels uncertain..
Determine two or more central ideas of a text and analyZe their development over the course of the text,
including how they interact and build on ore another to provide a complex analysis; provide an objective
summary of the text.
Analyze a complex set of ideas o{ seq-qenge of.evenlp and explain h9w spe,gific_.indi-vjdualpnidQas, or
ri
eventsinteractanddevtilopoverthecourseOf thetext.
.,."' ,,r.,,
Determine the meaningofwords and phrases as they,are'used in aText, including iigurativJ;'cdnnotative,
and technical meanings; analyze how an author uses and refines the meaning of a key term or tefins over
the course of a text.
Analyze and evaluate the effectiveness -o,f the structure an author uses in his or her exposlfon or argument,
incluling whether thb structure makes points clear, convincing, and
, .,, t,
Determine an airth'br's point of view or-piirpose in a dext iri.whictr ttre rhetoric is particularlf effective,
analyzing how'ityle and content contribute to the power, persuasiveness, or beauty of the text.
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Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and
relevant and sufficient evidence
r
ahd creatg an
Introduce precise, knowledgeable claim(s), establish the significance of the:plaifti(O;
i";,
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organization that logically J"qu"o."t claim(s), reasons,and evidenib.' '
Develop claim(s) and counterclaims fairly and thoroughly, supplying the most relevant evidence for each.
Use words, phrases, and clauses as well as varied syntax to link the major sections of the text, create
cohesion, and clarify the relationships between claim(s) and reasons, and between reasons and evidence.
Establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone while attending to the nofins and conventions of
the discipline in which they are writing.
Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the argument presented.
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Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas, concepts, and information
clearly and accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.
Introduce a topic; organize complex ideas, concepts, and information so that each new element builds on
that which precedes it to create a unified whole.
Develop the topic thoroughly by selecting the most significant and relevant facts, extended definitions,
concrete details, quotations, or other information and examples appropriate to the audience's knowledge
of the topic.
Use appropriate and varied transitions and syntax to link the major sections of the text, create
cohesion, and clarify the relationships among complex ideas and concepts.
Use precise language, domain-specific vocabulary, and techniques such as metaphor, simile, and
analogy to manage the complexity of the topic.
Provide a concluding statement or section that follows flom and supports the information or explanation
presented (e.g., articulating implications or the significauce of the topic).
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Book Talk Tips
Keep it short. Anything longer than a few minutes
is too much. you,re
whetting the appetite, not providing a five-course
mear.
Be passionate. lf you don't act like this is the
best book ever, your
audience isn't going to want to find out if it is or
not.

Bring a copy/visual of the book. A good cover
can sell a book just as
much as a good book tark; in tandem, they,re n"aiiv
unrtoppaore.
Know your audience. lf your goal is to get the audience
to grab the book,
your book talkhas to appeal to them as
ipecifically
p"5ible. pick books
that will appeal to them and, in your book talks, hit "r
on the elements of the
book that will most rikely inspire them to want to read
it.
Provide a list of the books, each with a short synopsis.
If the listeners
have this, it's easier for them to make notes on the
books they,re most
interested in (not to mention the title and author,
important when they go to
the library to find it).
Make sure there are some available copies. tf you,re good,
they,l want
the books and,jf they actually try to get a copy, it would
be cool if there was
one available- See if your school libriry can ii"re
on hand a few of the
particular titles you,re book talking.

Book talk periodicatly. Do a small number of books
in short intervals,
spreading them out over a few weeks, maybe. over
time, it wil become a
regular part your
of

to thern.

ctassroom schedute ano kids will oegin to look
forward

Practice' of course, an unprepared and/or poor speaker
can kill whatever

message he's trying to send__about anything.

write a good book tatk. A bad speech won,t inspire
anyone to read; a
great
speech certainly can,t hurt your chances.

September L2, 20LL
Dear Parent/Guardian:

This year, l'm asking your child to read at least eight young adult
novels in addition to the regular British literature curriculum. Every
grading period, I will be providing a list of twenty different choices.
Because these books feature adolescent main characters and
modern issues, they tend to engage students in ways that the
majority of the classics cannot. The students enjoy them and,
because they do, they read more, which is the most effective toot in
teaching them how to analyze and interpret literature. The new
Common Core English Language Arts standards make it clear that
our young people, more than ever, need to be prolific, successful
readers in order to be fully prepared for college and career.
Because my goal is to offer enough variety to appeal to each and
every student, some of the novels include teen issues and, in some
cases, language that some may find objectionable.

of course, if you deem a book unsuitable for your child, please
contact me so that I may make certain that she or he reads
something else.
Please contact me by voicemail or e-mail with any questions,

comments, or concerns.
Cordially,

Jeffrey Harr
English, Theodore Roosevelt High School
Voicemail: (330) 676-8849
E-mail : kej harr@kentschools, net

You Gotta Read This Book!:
IIow to Successfully Craft and Deliver an Effective Book ThIk

Writing

It

' Format
o Choose one of the four formats that best suits your novel
o Length
o About 300-325 words (about two minutes, spoken), including the book's

'

title and author.
Style

o

Presenting

Remember: You're writing this as an oral presentation, so it has to SO{JND
good. Incorporate some style into the writing: interesting phrases,
alliteration, repetition, humor, rhetorical questions, etc., etc.

It

'

You'll need a readable copy of your presentation or note cards and a copy of the

'

book.
Volume

'

o

Loud enough that everyone in the room can easily hear you.
Clarity
o Speak clearly. Watch your pace. No mushmouthing. No gum. No
stammering or long pauses. No ums, uhs, likes,that sort of thing.

'

Confidence

'

Enthusiasm
Smile. Don't read, present. Look like you actually give a crap about the
book. Think used car salesperson: This car's gotta get offthe lot and your
audience is full of suckers with a load of extra cash.

o

o

Stand up straight. Make eye contact with the audience. No pacing, crying,
fidgeting, or visible signs of an emotional breakdown.

Procedure

Ilere's what I do:
. have my kids read two novels

.

each quarter from lists I provide
at the end of each quarter, they write a book talk for one of the novels, practice until
they're ready and then, go into another teacher's classroom to perform the book talk,
assessed by that particular teacher

That's it.

I call it literacy outreach.The goal, of course, is to spread the news about Seat books

and to GET OUR KIDS READING. In our library, the fiffy-ish book talks my kids have
done three times per year have helped increase circulation about 400 percent. Not
kidding. Some of thut trafftc, of course, would be my students checking out the books I
have r"quir.a they read, but much of it--I'm assured by our librarian--are kids getting
novels suggested to them by the book talks. We know because they come in with the

lists my students Provide.
Everybody wins. My kids read, write, and speak their way to bettering their skills in
each-of these areas and, other kids in my building are inspired to check out books.

And read.

Dearest English Colleague,

{-.,

My Advanced English 11 students are reading YA novels in their spare time and
nave begged ,e1o ask you if you might be willing to allow them a few minutes
of your.lars time to book talk them to your students. We're calling it Literacy
Outreach. We feel as though more kids will read if we present to them some
really good books. As such, we don't care what gradelability level you're working
with. The books represent a variety of genres, lengths, and levels of difficulty. As
yA novel expert Teri Lesesne says, we need to get the right book to the right kid
at the right time. It wiil be worth the time if even one kid picks up a book he
ordinarily would not have'

We,re looking at the week of October 25th (the last week of the grading period)'
I,m wholly aware that this is not typically a good time to ask for fifteen minutes
or so of anyone's class period, but if you're closing grades early or simply feel as
though a bieak might be nice, we'd love to come in and do our thing'
Depending on how many of you participate, I'm planning on sending a small
contingent of kids (no more than five) who will each speak for about two
minut6s. They'll present the books, show a copy, and let yourkids know that
copies of the books will be available in the library. Additionally, since this is a
chance for my students to present for a Iive audience, f'ITl asking that you
complete a simple holistic rubric to evaluate their performance.
please tet me know if you're willing by completing the form, below, and returning
it to me. Once I know where to send my minions of literacy outreach, I'll make
contact with you to confirm all the gory details.

Thank you, in advance, for supporting our efforts to get more of our kids reading.
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t

Teacher:

Literacy Outreach Book Talk
Name

Please rate this student's presentation using the ridiculously holistic rubric,
below; please make a note at the bottom of the page if there's a major

deficiency.

Overall, I'm looking for them to have mastered two areas: speaking and
writing. I want them to be loud, clear, confident, and enthusiastic in their
speaking; in terms of their writing, I want them to have written something
engaging, detailed, and effective in making your students intrigued enough
to want to read the book.
Please refurn to Mr. Harr's mailbox at your earliest convenience.

Thank you for letting us invade your classroom!
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